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How to make an origami llama

1. Start with a square piece of paper2. Fold in half3. Spread out, then fold to the center and make quarters4. Fold in half down5. Fold the top layer of the square diagonally in the middle6. Un develop, then fold up to meet the diagonal line7. Unfold until you left with what you had in step 3.8. Fold down along the diagonals
made in step 5.9. Fold the bottom up 10. Fold down to meet the fold made in step 8.11. Fold diagonally so that the top center point and left corner fall on the goalpost12. Fold left along the center13. Un develop, then fold to meet the left edge14. Using folds made in steps 11 and 12. paper, and then fold, as shown in
Figure15. Repeat steps 11 through 14 on the other side16. Turn 17. Fold to wednesday18. Lift the first layers of paper to the right and squash19. Repeat step 18 on the outer20. Lift the paper layer to the right and squash 21. Repeat step 20 on the other side22. Fold the edges back23. Repeat step 22 on the other
side24. Fold the lower corners up on both sides, as well as the bottom edge25. Turn 26. Fold diagonally to the horizontal edge, spread out and repeat on the opposite side27. Using folds made in step 26, fold the neck up and the body down28. Lower your head down29. Make a small fold, slightly open and fold inside 30.
Finally, pinch your feet into being and make your head blunter...  Voila. Your own ready-made llama!               Home - Gallery - Contact - My Top Floor - Videos - Privacy Policy Fold Origami Llama This is a pretty easy way to fold a really nice paper Llama Step 1: On the other side of this document is white. Multiply in
half, then turn the paper.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              Step 6: Fold the model in half. Step 5: Press these spots flat. Step
2: Fold the edges to the wasp. Step 4: Fold over these two rows. Step 3: Fold over these four rows. Step 10: Make the same fold on the other side.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
             Step 8: Lay out the fold of step 7 Step 9: Create an outer inverted fold over the (laying) blue lines. Step 7: Fold over this row Step 16: Make the same fold on the other side Step 15: Make the same folds on the other side of step 12: Fold this edge to the right, the light blue part of the line is under the top layer of
paper. Make the same folds on the other side. Step 11: Make the same fold on the other side. Step 14: Fold over this line.                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Step 13: Press these places flat, do the same on the other
side.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Step 19: Make the same folds on the
other side. Step 20: Press four legs straight between your fingers. Step 18: Make the same folds on the other side of step 17: Fold the flap in.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                  Did!  This is a DIY-video by Joost Langeveld for folding Lama: Here's the origami alpaca instructions you can fold easily. You should use square paper and follow the instructions step by step, just 21 steps to get your own paper
alpaca. I think his troubles are high school. Don't worry, follow the instructions and you can easily complete it. Step 1) Fold the top corner into the lower corner. Step 2) Fold the right corner into the left corner. Step 3) Open the arrow and flatten. Step 5) Open the arrow and flatten. Step 6) Fold and unfold to make folds on
the dotted line. Step 7) Open the arrow to pull out the top layer, then straighten. Step 13) Fold along the dotted line and back is the same. Step 14) Open the back. Step 15) Roll and fold back . Step 16) Fold the top edge down along the dotted line. Step 17) Fold along the dotted line. Step 19) Fold the part on the left side
and the left part to the right. Step 20) Make pocket fold. Step 21) Draw the face and finished . Now you know how to make a paper alpaca! Easy, right? Click on Like below if you like this origami! 1. Start with a square piece of paper2. Fold in half3. Spread out, then fold to the center and make quarters4. Fold in half
down5. Fold the top layer of the square diagonally in the middle6. Un develop, then fold up to meet the diagonal line7. Unfold until you left with what you had in step 3.8. Fold down along the diagonals made in step 5.9. Fold the bottom up 10. Fold down to meet the fold made in step 8.11. Fold diagonally so that the top
center point and left corner fall on the goalpost12. Fold left along the center13. Un develop, then fold to meet the left edge14. Using folds made in steps 11 and 12. paper, and then fold, as shown in Figure15. Repeat steps 11 through 14 on the other side16. Turn 17. Fold to wednesday18. Lift paper on the right and
squash19. Repeat step 18 on the outer20. Lift the paper layer to the right and squash 21. Repeat step 20 on the other side22. Fold the edges back23. Repeat step 22 on the other side24. Fold the lower corners up on both sides, as well as the bottom edge25. Turn 26. Fold diagonally to the horizontal edge, spread out
and repeat on the opposite side27. Using folds made in step 26, fold the neck up and the body down28. Lower your head down29. Make a small fold, slightly open and fold inside 30. Finally, pinch your feet into being and make your head blunter...  Voila. Your own ready-made llama!               Home - Gallery - Contact -
My Top Floor - Videos - Privacy Policy Fold Origami Llama This is a pretty easy way to fold a really nice paper Llama Step 1: On the other side of this document is white. Multiply in half, then turn the paper.                                                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                                                       Step 6: Fold the model in half. Step 5: Press these spots flat. Step 2: Fold the edges to the wasp. Step 4: Fold over these two rows. Step 3: Fold over these four rows. Step 10: Make the same fold on the
other side.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     Step 8: Lay out the fold of step 7 Step 9: Create an outer inverted fold over the (laying) blue lines. Step 7: Fold over this row
Step 16: Make the same fold on the other side Step 15: Make the same folds on the other side of step 12: Fold this edge to the right, the light blue part of the line is under the top layer of paper. Make the same folds on the other side. Step 11: Make the same fold on the other side. Step 14: Fold over this line.                    
                                                                                                                                                                                                   Step 13: Press these places flat, do the same on the other side.                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                Step 19: Make the same folds on the other side. Step 20: Press four legs straight between your fingers. Step 18: Make the same folds on the other side of step 17: Fold the flap in.
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  Did!  This is a DIY-video by Joost Langeveld for
folding Lama:                                                                                                                                                       
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